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22 January 2019, Brandenburg, Potsdam: The jacket of a prisoner of the former Soviet prison in the Leistikowstra?e in Potsdam will be shown in a new theme room with the exhibition "Convicted. Taken. Secretive." The new theme room extends the existing permanent exhibition. The sentencing practice of Soviet military tribunals in cooperation with the State Security in the former Soviet Occupation Zone (SBZ) and the further fate of the prisoners of the remand prison in Leistikowstra?e are presented. Photo: Ralf Hirschberger/dpa
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22 January 2019, Brandenburg, Potsdam: Historian Maria Schultz stands in a new theme room with the exhibition "Verurteilt. Taken. The former Soviet prison in Potsdam. The new theme room extends the existing permanent exhibition. The sentencing practice of Soviet military tribunals in cooperation with the State Security in the former Soviet Occupation Zone (SBZ) and the further fate of the prisoners of the remand prison in Leistikowstra?e are presented. Photo: Ralf Hirschberger/dpa
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22 January 2019, Brandenburg, Potsdam: Interior view of the former Soviet prison in Leistikowstra?e in Potsdam. In the building a new theme room with the exhibition "Verurteilt. Taken. The "secret" opened. The new theme room extends the existing permanent exhibition. The sentencing practice of Soviet military tribunals in cooperation with the State Security in the former Soviet Occupation Zone (SBZ) and the further fate of the prisoners of the remand prison in Leistikowstra?e are presented. Photo: Ralf Hirschberger/dpa
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22 January 2019, Brandenburg, Potsdam: Interior view of the former Soviet prison in Leistikowstra?e in Potsdam. In the building a new theme room with the exhibition "Verurteilt. Taken. The "secret" opened. The new theme room extends the existing permanent exhibition. The sentencing practice of Soviet military tribunals in cooperation with the State Security in the former Soviet Occupation Zone (SBZ) and the further fate of the prisoners of the remand prison in Leistikowstra?e are presented. Photo: Ralf Hirschberger/dpa
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22 January 2019, Brandenburg, Potsdam: A cashier and a meal ticket lie in a new theme room with the exhibition "Convicted. Taken. The former Soviet prison in Potsdam. The new theme room extends the existing permanent exhibition. The sentencing practice of Soviet military tribunals in cooperation with the State Security in the former Soviet Occupation Zone (SBZ) and the further fate of the prisoners of the remand prison in LeistikowstraЯe are presented. Photo: Ralf Hirschberger/dpa/ZB
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22 January 2019, Brandenburg, Potsdam: The jacket of a prisoner of the former Soviet prison in the LeistikowstraЯe in Potsdam will be shown in a new theme room with the exhibition "Convicted. Taken. Secretive." The new theme room extends the existing permanent exhibition. The sentencing practice of Soviet military tribunals in cooperation with the State Security in the former Soviet Occupation Zone (SBZ) and the further fate of the prisoners of the remand prison in LeistikowstraЯe are presented. Photo: Ralf Hirschberger/dpa/ZB
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22 January 2019, Brandenburg, Potsdam: The jacket of a prisoner of the former Soviet prison in the LeistikowstraЯe in Potsdam will be shown in a new theme room with the exhibition "Convicted. Taken. Secretive." The new theme room extends the existing permanent exhibition. The sentencing practice of Soviet military tribunals in cooperation with the State Security in the former Soviet Occupation Zone (SBZ) and the further fate of the prisoners of the remand prison in LeistikowstraЯe are presented. Photo: Ralf Hirschberger/dpa/ZB
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22 January 2019, Brandenburg, Potsdam: Historian Maria Schultz stands in a new theme room with the exhibition "Verurteilt. Taken. The former Soviet prison in Potsdam. The new theme room extends the existing permanent exhibition. The sentencing practice of Soviet military tribunals in cooperation with the State Security in the former Soviet Occupation Zone (SBZ) and the further fate of the prisoners of the remand prison in LeistikowstraЯe are presented. Photo: Ralf Hirschberger/dpa/ZB
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22 January 2019, Brandenburg, Potsdam: Interior view of an interrogation room of the former Soviet prison in Leistikowstra?e in Potsdam. In the building a new theme room with the exhibition "Verurteilt. Taken. The "secret" opened. The new theme room extends the existing permanent exhibition. The sentencing practice of Soviet military tribunals in cooperation with the State Security in the former Soviet Occupation Zone (SBZ) and the further fate of the prisoners of the remand prison in Leistikowstra?e are presented. Photo: Ralf Hirschberger/dpa
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22 January 2019, Brandenburg, Potsdam: View of a Soviet penal code book in the former Soviet prison in Leistikowstra?e in Potsdam. In the building a new theme room with the exhibition "Verurteilt. Taken. The "secret" opened. The new theme room extends the existing permanent exhibition. The sentencing practice of Soviet military tribunals in cooperation with the State Security in the former Soviet Occupation Zone (SBZ) and the further fate of the prisoners of the remand prison in Leistikowstra?e are presented. Photo: Ralf Hirschberger/dpa
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22 January 2019, Brandenburg, Potsdam: The jacket of a prisoner of the former Soviet prison in the Leistikowstra?e in Potsdam will be shown in a new theme room with the exhibition "Convicted. Taken. Secretive." The new theme room extends the existing permanent exhibition. The sentencing practice of Soviet military tribunals in cooperation with the State Security in the former Soviet Occupation Zone (SBZ) and the further fate of the prisoners of the remand prison in Leistikowstra?e are presented. Photo: Ralf Hirschberger/dpa
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22 January 2019, Brandenburg, Potsdam: Photos of former prisoners are in an interrogation room of the former Soviet prison in Leistikowstra?e in Potsdam. In the building a new theme room with the exhibition "Verurteilt. Taken. The "secret" opened. The new theme room extends the existing permanent exhibition. The sentencing practice of Soviet military tribunals in cooperation with the State Security in the former Soviet Occupation Zone (SBZ) and the further fate of the prisoners of the remand prison in Leistikowstra?e are presented. Photo: Ralf Hirschberger/dpa
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22 January 2019, Brandenburg, Potsdam: The jacket of a prisoner of the former Soviet prison in the Leistikowstra?e in Potsdam will be shown in a new theme room with the exhibition "Convicted. Taken. Secretive." The new theme room extends the existing permanent exhibition. The sentencing practice of Soviet military tribunals in cooperation with the State Security in the former Soviet Occupation Zone (SBZ) and the further fate of the prisoners of the remand prison in Leistikowstra?e are presented. Photo: Ralf Hirschberger/dpa
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22 January 2019, Brandenburg, Potsdam: Interior view of the former Soviet prison in Leistikowstra?e in Potsdam. In the building a new theme room with the exhibition "Verurteilt. Taken. The "secret" opened. The new theme room extends the existing permanent exhibition. The sentencing practice of Soviet military tribunals in cooperation with the State Security in the former Soviet Occupation Zone (SBZ) and the further fate of the prisoners of the remand prison in Leistikowstra?e are presented. Photo: Ralf Hirschberger/dpa
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22 January 2019, Brandenburg, Potsdam: Interior view of the former Soviet prison in Leistikowstra?e in Potsdam. In the building a new theme room with the exhibition "Verurteilt. Taken. The "secret" opened. The new theme room extends the existing permanent exhibition. The sentencing practice of Soviet military tribunals in cooperation with the State Security in the former Soviet Occupation Zone (SBZ) and the further fate of the prisoners of the remand prison in Leistikowstra?e are presented. Photo: Ralf Hirschberger/dpa
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22 January 2019, Brandenburg, Potsdam: Partial view of the memorial and meeting place Leistikowstra?e in Potsdam. In the building a new theme room with the exhibition "Verurteilt. Taken. The "secret" opened. The new theme room extends the existing permanent exhibition. The sentencing practice of Soviet military tribunals in cooperation with the State Security in the former Soviet Occupation Zone (SBZ) and the further fate of the prisoners of the remand prison in Leistikowstra?e are presented. Photo: Ralf Hirschberger/dpa
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22 January 2019, Brandenburg, Potsdam: Partial view of the memorial and meeting place Leistikowstra?e in Potsdam. In the building a new theme room with the exhibition "Verurteilt. Taken. The "secret" opened. The new theme room extends the existing permanent exhibition. The sentencing practice of Soviet military tribunals in cooperation with the State Security in the former Soviet Occupation Zone (SBZ) and the further fate of the prisoners of the remand prison in Leistikowstra?e are presented. Photo: Ralf Hirschberger/dpa
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22 January 2019, Brandenburg, Potsdam: Partial view of the memorial and meeting place Leistikowstra?e in Potsdam. In the building a new theme room with the exhibition "Verurteilt. Taken. The "secret" opened. The new theme room extends the existing permanent exhibition. The sentencing practice of Soviet military tribunals in cooperation with the State Security in the former Soviet Occupation Zone (SBZ) and the further fate of the prisoners of the remand prison in Leistikowstra?e are presented. Photo: Ralf Hirschberger/dpa
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22 January 2019, Brandenburg, Potsdam: Partial view of the memorial and meeting place Leistikowstra?e in Potsdam. In the building a new theme room with the exhibition "Verurteilt. Taken. The "secret" opened. The new theme room extends the existing permanent exhibition. The sentencing practice of Soviet military tribunals in cooperation with the State Security in the former Soviet Occupation Zone (SBZ) and the further fate of the prisoners of the remand prison in Leistikowstra?e are presented. Photo: Ralf Hirschberger/dpa
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22 January 2019, Brandenburg, Potsdam: Partial view of the memorial and meeting place Leistikowstra?e in Potsdam. In the building a new theme room with the exhibition "Verurteilt. Taken. The "secret" opened. The new theme room extends the existing permanent exhibition. The sentencing practice of Soviet military tribunals in cooperation with the State Security in the former Soviet Occupation Zone (SBZ) and the further fate of the prisoners of the remand prison in Leistikowstra?e are presented. Photo: Ralf Hirschberger/dpa
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22 January 2019, Brandenburg, Potsdam: Interior view of an interrogation room of the former Soviet prison in Leistikowstra?e in Potsdam. In the building a new theme room with the exhibition "Verurteilt. Taken. The "secret" opened. The new theme room extends the existing permanent exhibition. The sentencing practice of Soviet military tribunals in cooperation with the State Security in the former Soviet Occupation Zone (SBZ) and the further fate of the prisoners of the remand prison in Leistikowstra?e are presented. Photo: Ralf Hirschberger/dpa
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